
The Global Tiger Initiative (GTI), and its 13-country 
Global Tiger Recovery Program (2010-2022)

have begun to reverse a centuries-long decline in
wild tigers.

NEW TOP LEVEL GTI GOALS
The original TX2 goal (doubling wild tiger numbers 
between 2010-2022) was successful in rallying a 
wide variety of stakeholders. TRCs should consider 
introducing a new top-level goal (or goals) that might 
have a similar impact.

A 2nd Global Tiger Summit - which will define the next 
12 years of global tiger conservation - will take place  in 

Vladivostok in September 2022.

The tiger range country (TRC) representatives will be 
negotiating a new 12-year plan, and will be looking for 

improvements and innovations.

POSSIBLE APPROACHES FOR ENHANCING THE GLOBAL TIGER INITIATIVE IN 2022 - AN NGO COALITION VIEW
Six major tiger conservation NGOs have come together to suggest some options for the next phase of the GTI.

AN AREA BASED GOAL FOR TIGER RECOVERY:
• For example: expand the total range occupied by
  tigers by 50% over 2022 levels.
• Restore habitat.
• Adopt plans for tiger dispersal and/or reintroduction.

Map showing potentially available tiger habitat (such assessments might inform an area-based expansion goal under the GTI)

OTHER POSSIBLE TOPICS FOR NEW TOP-LEVEL GOALS:
• Prevent all losses in existing tiger populations 
  between 2022 and 2034.
• Increase the proportion of tiger populations at 
  carrying capacity.
• Maintain tigers across all major ecological 
  settings in their indigenous range.  



INTRODUCE A SMALL NUMBER OF GLOBAL TIGER INITIATIVE PRIORITY GOALS IN 2022
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• Measurable 3-4 year targets 
  could be set against priority goals. 
  This would be more practical and 
  effective than 12-year targets alone. 
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• Welcome Kazakhstan as the 14th TRC.
• Proactively engage other ex-range 
  countries that may be interested in 
  participating.

• This will increase donor awareness
  of tiger conservation funding needs
  and gaps.
• Improved alignment would open up
  new funding opportunities for tigers and 
  those that live in tiger landscapes.

• This would deepen deepen TRC 
  engagement in the GTI.
• It would introduce new ideas and energy 
  at periodic intervals.
• Chair status could last 2-4 years, and 
  include the hosting of one major GTI 
  meeting.

• This would provide NGOs and experts a 
  means through which to better support 
  TRCs.
• Such bodies would ensure steady 
  progress between GTI meetings.
• A small number of working groups could 
  reflect new GTI ‘priority goals’ (see below).

• Such Committees bring together all 
  ministries and agencies whose 
  decisions can impact tiger 
  conservation.
• Such models are likely to achieve 
  maximum impact if chaired by the 
  head of government.

• Southeast Asia is currently experiencing a 
  crisis of tiger loss.
• This Action Plan represents the best hope 
  of reversing this steep decline.
• By 2022 the GTI needs a dedicated 
  process for Southeast Asian TRCs; one 
  that is informed by the Action Plan.

• Frequent monitoring of tigers, their prey, 
  as well as management and enforcement 
  effectiveness (at minimum).
• More effective if integrated with with 
  IUCN’s Red List and Green List, as well
  as TCL 3.0.

• Quickly adopt and expand programs 
  that reduce human-tiger conflict.
• Form new national bodies to 
  better engage local people in tiger 
  conservation decision-making.
• Trial models that provide direct 
  benefits to individuals living in tiger 
  landscapes.

• Introduce national-level wildlife crime 
  task forces to enhance enforcement 
  agency coordination.
• Enchance regional intelligence sharing 
  models for cases of illegal tiger trade.
• Implement evidence-led approaches 
  for demand reduction and tiger farm 
  phase-outs.

The TRCs currently discuss an incredibly broad array of issues at 
GTI meetings. Agreeing on a more manageable number of ‘highest 
priority’ themes for expanded action would likely improve the impact 
of the GTI process.
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